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Welcome to the Swift Coding Club!  
 

You want to learn how to code and  
design apps? Excellent! 


As you begin to figure out how apps  
work, you’ll see that all apps are created  
with code. These coding activities will  
help you understand coding so you can  
build better apps. 


Have fun!
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What Is Code? 0

Coding: Telling a computer 
what to do. 
Data: Information we collect 
and use. There are many types 
of data. 
Developers: People who 
write code to build their own 
apps and games.

Introduction (10 minutes) 
Computers help humans in all kinds of ways. Sometimes they help us by 
making a job easier or faster to complete. Other times they help us express 
our creativity in new ways. 

But computers don’t do much by themselves. They need a human to tell 
them what to do in a special language we call code. Using code, we can 
tell computers how to interpret different types of data, such as text, 
images or audio, and how to share that data back to us.  

A person who writes instructions in a coding language is called a 
developer. Developers around the world have been able to do amazing 
things by writing code. 

Code is everywhere around us. With a partner, make a list of 
technologies that rely on code. What do those technologies do? 
What data do they use? What would the world look like if that 
technology never existed?
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What Is Code? 0
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Practice (15 minutes) 
Set up your iPad with the Tynker and Hopscotch apps. Spend some  
time exploring them.  

In the Hopscotch app, open the “Get started with code” collection on  
the “Start a new project” screen and watch the video “How to use 
Hopscotch”.

Think about it 
• What are some ways  

computers help you?  

• Can you think of a problem 
computers could help with?



Commands and Sequences 1

Command: An instruction  
to perform a specific action. 
Sequence: The order in 
which things happen, like 
patterns and events.

Introduction (20 minutes) 
Computers follow instructions called commands. Each command tells 
the computer to do a certain action. 

It’s also important to think about the order — the sequence — in which  
we give commands. If we mix things up, we might not get the result we 
were hoping for. 

Try giving a partner commands to perform a familiar activity,  
like brushing their teeth. Your commands should be clear and 
specific. Your partner can only do exactly what you say.  

Were you able to sequence all the steps correctly and provide  
clear commands? 
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Commands and Sequences 1
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Practice (15 minutes) 
In the Tynker app, solve the puzzles in Space Cadet Lessons 1 and 2. 
Learn the basics of sequencing and how to move the characters around.  

Watch the Hopscotch “Introduction to Sequencing” and “Creating 
Sequences” videos and create a patterns project.

Think about it 
• Why is it important to put steps in the 

correct sequence?  

• Can you think of other activities that  
have a sequence?  

• What would happen if we didn’t tell a 
computer the correct sequence?



Think about it 
Even though you used the same 
moves, was your dance the 
same as your partner’s? How 
was it different?  

Take It Further 1
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Crazy dance time (30 minutes) 
Dances are choreographed sequences of moves. You’re going  
to create your own dance sequence and teach the group.  

1. Choose a song that makes you move. 

2. Check out this Keynote dance sequence for some inspiration. 

3. With a partner, create and photograph your own dance moves. 

4. Use the photographs to each build your own Keynote  
dance sequences. Order and copy the slides to create  
your choreography. 

5. Swap presentations and perform each other’s dances.  
Could you each follow the sequence correctly?

http://education-static.apple.com/ecc-get-started-with-code-1-20170418/keynote/1_Lesson_02_Student_Template.key
http://education-static.apple.com/ecc-get-started-with-code-1-20170418/keynote/1_Lesson_02_Student_Template.key


Algorithms 2

Algorithm: A step-by-step 
set of instructions to solve a 
problem or complete a task.

Introduction (20 minutes) 
Now that you know about commands and sequences, it’s time to put 
them together to solve problems. A developer who writes code to solve  
a particular problem is writing an algorithm — a step-by-step set of 
instructions to solve a problem or complete a task.  

Algorithms are everywhere! Recipes, instructions, directions and 
processes are all examples of algorithms we use every day.  

Work together to list as many different algorithms as you can. 

Try being a computer yourself. Have a partner command you to  
do something, like copy a drawing you can’t see or tie your shoes. 
But only do exactly what they say, no more, no less.  

And don’t forget! You’re a computer, so you can’t ask questions.  
You can only do what you’re told! 

Take turns being the “commander”.  

Did you get the hang of giving clear commands in the right sequence 
to achieve a task? Nice job. You just created your first algorithm! 
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Algorithms 2
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Practice (15 minutes) 
In Tynker, solve the puzzles in Space Cadet Lesson 3 or Dragon Spells 
Lesson 1. How many different solutions to the puzzles could you find?  

Watch the Hopscotch “Flexible Sequencing” video and explore which 
parts of the algorithm can be sequenced in any order as you build a face. 

Then check out the “Algorithms” video and create a fun game.

Think about it 
• What commands have you learnt?  

• What was your longest algorithm?  

• How would you explain why sequencing is 
important in Dragon Spells and/or Hopscotch? 



Take It Further 2
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Make My Sandwich (30 minutes) 
Create an algorithm to make your signature sandwich. Share 
your algorithm with a partner and see if they can follow the 
steps to create your tasty masterpiece!  

1. Download the Keynote template. 

2. Create your sandwich by dragging fillings into the rolls.  
Give your sandwich a name.  

3. On a new slide, write an algorithm for making your 
sandwich so that others can make it just the way you do.  

4. Swap algorithms with a partner. Were you able to create  
each other’s sandwiches?

http://education-static.apple.com/ecc-get-started-with-code-2-20170421/keynote/2_Lesson_01_Student_Template.key
http://education-static.apple.com/ecc-get-started-with-code-2-20170421/keynote/2_Lesson_01_Student_Template.key


Loops 3

Loop: An instruction to 
repeat a set of commands for 
a certain number of times.

Introduction (20 minutes) 
When we talk to computers, we look for easier ways to tell them what to 
do. Imagine teaching a computer to read a book. You wouldn’t want to 
have to command it to turn each page — think of all those commands! 
Instead, you can use a loop. You can look at the number of pages in the 
book, then command the computer to “read the page” and “turn the 
page” as many times as required. 

Music is rich with loops, especially with rhythms. Try looping some 
rhythms to create a body percussion piece. Practise performing  
the loop below: 
 
 

Create two new moves; you can use any part of your body. 

Sequence the moves and work out how many times you need to 
repeat the sequence to create a 30-second performance.  

Share your loop with a friend. Aren’t loops an easy way to teach 
someone repeated sets of commands?
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Loops 3
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Practice (15 minutes) 
In the Tynker app, solve the puzzles in Dragon Spells Lesson 3.  
Try to identify a repeating pattern, such as walking and jumping,  
then shorten the algorithm by putting that code into a loop.  

Watch the Hopscotch “Loops” video and explore how to draw  
shapes with loops. 

Think about it 
• Is it easy to spot loops in 

sequences?  

• How do loops help you when 
you write code? 



Take It Further 3
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Loopy Day (30 minutes) 
One of the most challenging aspects of constructing loops is 
identifying repeating patterns.  

Try telling the story of your day using as many loops as possible.  

Swap stories with a partner. Can you spot any  
loops they missed?

Think about it 
• Did you spot any loops within loops? 

These are called nested loops. 

• Loops help us write more efficient 
code. Why do you think efficiency is  
a good thing?

  Here’s an example to get you started: 

  
Alarm goes off. 
Wake up. 
Hit sleep button. 
Go back to sleep. 
 
Alarm goes off.  
Wake up. 
Turn off alarm.  
Get up.

X 4



Decomposition 4

Introduction (20 minutes) 
Think of a big problem, like launching a rocket into space. That problem 
is so big and complex, it can make your head spin. However, humans 
have landed on the moon. So how did we do it? 

To solve any complex problem, the first step is to break it down into 
smaller parts. This makes the task easier to understand and tackle. 
Developers call this process decomposition. Once you solve all the 
small parts, you’ll have solved the big problem! You can also think about 
this in terms of an easy problem, like making breakfast.  

Learn to play a complex routine by breaking it into parts.  

1. Watch this Cup Song Video and try doing the routine yourself.  

2. Working in pairs or small groups, break the video into smaller 
sections and write an algorithm for each section.  

3. Combine your section algorithms to create an algorithm for the 
whole routine and try performing it. You’ve used decomposition 
to solve the problem! 
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Decomposition: Breaking 
a large problem into smaller 
parts that are easier to 
understand.

http://education-static.apple.com/get-started-with-code/cup-song.m4v
http://education-static.apple.com/get-started-with-code/cup-song.m4v


Decomposition 4
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Practice (15 minutes) 
In the Tynker app, solve the puzzles in Dragon Spells Lesson 4. Remember 
to break each puzzle into smaller parts before you start trying to solve it.

Think about it 
• What strategies did you use to 

decompose the problem?   

• How can decomposition  
help us solve problems?



Take It Further 4
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Creative Shapes Challenge (30 minutes) 
Build a creature using shapes in Keynote. Get as creative as you 
like. The only rule is you can use only the Shapes menu.  

Group all the objects that make up your creature.  

Swap creatures with a friend. Your challenge is to recreate their 
creature and develop a set of instructions so others can recreate it 
too. How will you break the problem down into manageable tasks?

Think about it 
• How did decomposing the problem help 

you to solve it?  

• Now you’ve decomposed the problem, 
would it be easier to change elements of 
the creature?



Debugging 5

Bug: An error in your code. 
Debugging: The process of 
finding and fixing the error.

Introduction (20 minutes) 
Has your code achieved the result you were hoping for every time?  
You probably needed to adjust your code to get the outcome you 
wanted. Coding is a conversation with a computer, and sometimes 
communication breaks down. Working out what went wrong and then 
fixing it is called debugging. Let’s practise our debugging skills.  

In the game below, the player is supposed to replace the emoji with 
the words in the key. Unfortunately, something has gone wrong. 
Can you spot the bug and figure out the correct quote? 

Here’s the key:  
🦁  = secondary 

❤  = Jobs  
� = courage 
🕑  = heart 

$  = know
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Here’s what the game returned  Have the secondary to 

follow your Jobs and 

intuition. They somehow 

already courage what you 

truly want to become. 

Everything else is know. 

– Steve secondary

What do you think was meant 
to happen? What part of the 
algorithm is working? How 
could you fix it? 



Debugging 5
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Practice (40 minutes) 
In the Tynker app, solve the puzzles in Space Cadet Lesson 5 or  
Dragon Spells Lesson 2. For these puzzles, some code is given, but  
it’s buggy! First try the code provided to see what happens, then see 
if you can fix it to achieve the desired result. 

Watch the Hopscotch “Debugging” video to learn debugging strategies.

Think about it 
• What is your main challenge 

with debugging?  

• Have you ever had to debug 
something other than code?



Take It Further 5
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Think about it 
How can you view bugs as  
a chance to learn instead of  
as a catastrophe?  

Debugging the Day (30 minutes) 
Becoming an effective debugger doesn’t necessarily require you  
to be an expert coder. But it does require you to think logically, be 
persistent and use a range of problem-solving strategies. These  
are skills you can practise and use in every part of your life. 

Create a comic strip in Notes, Pages or Keynote that tells  
the story of a buggy day. 

1. Think of three bugs you might come across in your day.  
These could be things like errors in your maths work,  
a missing sock or a broken bike.  

2. For each bug, explain what happened, what was  
supposed to happen, and what that tells you.  

3. Show the strategy you used to solve the problem. Did you use 
decomposition? Trial and error? Testing different solutions?



Events 6

Event: An action that causes 
something to happen.

Introduction (20 minutes) 
What happens when you flip a light switch on? Unless something is 
broken, the light should turn on. In coding, we’d call flipping the switch  
an action, and the light turning on an event. The same action of flipping  
a switch might also prompt other events, like a light turning off or a fan 
turning on.  

With iPad, actions can be touches, changes of position, or even saying  
“Hey, Siri”. Each of these actions can prompt a range of events. 

How well can you respond to events?  

1. Grab a dice or ask Siri to roll a dice  
for you. Roll the dice (the event)  
and perform the matching action  
with friends.  

2. Come up with your own actions  
to make things more interesting.
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1. Say “Oh, yeah!”  
2. Say “Boom!”  
3. Clap 3 times. 
4. Turn round. 
5. Jazz hands. 
6. Snap your fingers.



Events 6
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Practice (40 minutes) 
In Tynker, solve the puzzles in Space Cadet Lesson 6 and learn how  
to use touch, collision, tilt and messaging events.  

Watch the Hopscotch “Events” video and create a fun project that 
responds to touch, shaking, tilt and collision events. 

Think about it 
• What sort of events happen in your 

favourite app?  

• How do events make apps more 
interactive?  



1. Open the Keynote presentation and tap Play.  
Tap the word <coding> and see the definition 
pop up. The rest of the definitions are waiting  
for you to complete.  

2. Pinch the slide to go back into slide view.  
Tap       and turn on Show Presenter Notes. 
Presenter notes explain what information needs 
to be added to each slide.  

3. Add definitions for each slide. Try to use your 
own words. 

4. Tap Play again. See how your vocabulary map 
comes to life with touch events!  

To challenge yourself further, see if you can add  
animations to make your concept map even  
more engaging. Or explore how the presentation  
uses links to create an interactive experience  
and see if you can add additional terms or  
relationships.

Take It Further 6
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Think about it 
• In your interactive map, what 

events occurred following the 
touch action?  

• As you were using Keynote, 
what touch events did you 
observe in the app? 

Interactive Information (30 minutes) 
You can build touch events into a Keynote presentation to create interactive ways of sharing information. 
Use this Keynote presentation to create an interactive map of the coding vocabulary you’ve learnt so far.

http://education-static.apple.com/coding-club-kit/blockbased-interactive.key
http://education-static.apple.com/coding-club-kit/blockbased-interactive.key


Introduction (20 minutes) 
So far, you’ve written commands in a certain sequence to create 
algorithms to solve problems. But what if we need to plan for different 
situations? We need a way for the computer to make a decision. 

Imagine driving a car and coming to some traffic lights. The condition 
for moving forward is that the light has to be green. So if “light is green” 
is true, keep going. But we also need an action for when the light isn’t 
green. We need to stop! So if light is green, keep going, or else, stop.  
 
 
 

The game Simon Says is a great example of conditional thinking in 
action. We perform the action only if the leader says “Simon says”. 
As a group, play a couple of rounds of Simon Says. 

What other games are built on conditional statements?  
As a group, list as many as you can, describing the conditional 
statements that are key to the game.

Conditional Statements 7

Condition: Something we 
can check to tell if it’s true  
or false.  
If statement: Tells us what  
to do if a condition is true. 
If-else statement: Tells us 
what to do if a condition is 
true, and what to do if it’s not. 
Conditional statement:  
An instruction to do 
something when certain 
conditions are true.  
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Is the  
light 

green?
Stop Go

False True



Conditional Statements 7
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Practice (40 minutes) 
In Tynker, solve the puzzles in Space Cadet Lesson 7 or Dragon Spells 
Lesson 7 and write algorithms that react to changing situations.  

Watch the Hopscotch “If statements” video and create a hatching game.

Think about it 
• Why would we want computers to be able 

to make decisions? Can you think of any 
examples where this would be helpful?  

• List some technologies in your life that use 
conditional logic. What for? 



Take It Further 7
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Think about it 
• Were your game rules using if-else 

statements shorter than other 
instructions you’ve seen?  

• How do conditional statements 
help us write more concise code? 

Explain-a-Game (30 minutes) 
Most games are built around conditional statements. 
These statements make up the rules. With a partner, 
choose a game that you both know well. It could be  
a sport, a board game, or any game that has rules.  

1. Brainstorm all the rules you can think of.  

2. Write the rules as if-else statements. 

3. Create a short video in Clips that explains the  
game rules using if-else statements.

“If Player 1 turn, roll dice,  
else player 2 roll dice.”  

“If land on snake, slide 
back down, else, wait 

for next turn.”



Variables 8

Variable: A container that 
stores a value. The container 
has a name, and the value 
can change.

Introduction (20 minutes) 
Variables are like boxes for storing data that changes. Imagine if you 
had a box for each day’s clothes. You’d have boxes for tops, bottoms, 
socks and shoes. Every day, the contents — or value as it’s called in 
coding — of each box would change. So the box for tops might have  
a red shirt in it one day and a blue shirt in it the next. 

In coding, we use variables to store values that change, such as player 
names, locations, game scores, dates or images.  

Try spotting variables in some common nursery rhymes  
like “Old MacDonald Had a Farm”. How would you name  
the variable? What are some possible values?  
Now create a new version of the rhyme by  
making another phrase a variable — for  
example, “Old MacDonald Had a Zoo”.
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Variables 8
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Practice (15 minutes) 
In Tynker, solve the puzzles in Dragon Spells Lesson 9. 
You’ll program a simple quiz game and use variables to track 
the number of times an event happens.  

Watch the Hopscotch “Variables” video and learn how to use  
a variable to code a score.

Think about it 
• Can you spot variables at work in any  

of the apps you use?  

• What variables do you use every day? 
Think about things like how many pens 
are in your backpack, how much sleep 
you had or how many sweets you ate. 



Take It Further 8

Think about it 
How many variables did 
the club identify across all 
the poems and raps? 

Poetry Jam Slam (30 minutes) 
Create a short poem or rap about your club members using variables.  

1. In small groups, write a four-line poem or rap that describes  
the club members. The poem or rap should contain at least two 
variables specific to the club members, such as name, age,  
favourite food or where they’re from.  

2. Create a Keynote slide that includes the poem and lists  
the variables. 

3. Perform several verses of the poem or rap for the whole  
club, asking different members to supply the values for the 
variables in each verse.
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Rap instructions  
Variables: Name, animal 

Name is my friend We met at school Name likes animal Name is so cool
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